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Purpose 
 
The Board of Directors for Siuslaw Valley Fire / Rescue (SVFR) and Western 

Lane Ambulance District (WLAD) have made a policy decision to share and combine 
administrative services in an effort to improve organizational efficiencies and save 
taxpayer money. To achieve this, both organizations have determined they must create 
an implementation Plan that is thorough, realistic, and aimed at success. Moving 
forward with this Plan will be a significant change for both organizations and will not be 
without challenges; necessitating the commitment of both governing bodies to work 
through challenges as they arise and support the administrative team as they execute 
the plan.   
 

The sole intent of this Plan is to combine the administrative teams of both 
organizations. It is not intended to combine or interfere with the operational services of 
either District. If successful, and in time, additional agreements can be made but at this 
time the focus is on administrative services only. This must be remembered so that the 
purpose of this plan is not misinterpreted.  

 
Ultimately, this Plan is intended to help both SVFR and WLAD meet the future 

needs and challenges they will face in our rapidly changing world. History has clearly 
demonstrated that service demands for both organizations will increase, the cost of 
providing service will increase, and the availability of tax revenue and cost recovery will 
become more restrictive. With this in mind,  it becomes the responsibility of both 
organizations to continually challenge themselves to find new and more efficient ways of 
serving our community.  
 

Finally, the purpose of this document is to serve as a measurable guide to both 
Districts as they navigate through the process of combining administrative services. 
This plan will be executed in the most professional and respectful manner possible 
because both organizations recognize the sensitive nature of this transition. Both 
Districts must commit to working together with the goal of improving service to our 
community as we share a unified mission of protecting and providing the most cost 
effective and skilled service possible to our community. 
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Strategic Planning 
 

In May of 2015, SVFR adopted their 2015 – 2020 Strategic Plan. In April of 2016, 
WLAD adopted their 2016 – 2021 Strategic Plan. Within these plans are several goals 
that are directly related to this implementation Plan. As a result, this plan has been 
designed to help both organizations work towards the completion of the goals identified 
in their respective plan. This plan will have a direct impact on some Goals while it will 
have an indirect impact on others.  
 
Identified Goals this plan will have a direct impact on include: 

 
• SVFR Goal 1D – Maximize strategic partnerships. 

 
• WLAD Goal 1A – Ensure financial stability and sustainability of the organization 

and plan for future needs and growth. 
 

• WLAD Goal 1C – Evaluate the feasibility of a shared services approach to 
managing the District.  
 

Identified Goals that this plan will have an indirect impact on include:  
 

• SVFR Goal 2A – Establish a capital improvement and replacement plan to 
prepare for future financial needs of the District, while maintaining transparency 
and fiscal responsibility. (If successful, this plan can help SVFR save money that 
can be reallocated into our capital replacement and capital improvement funds.) 

 
• WLAD Goal 2A – Develop a systematic approach to disseminating information to 

the public. (If successful, this plan can help WLAD redirect both money and staff 
time to focus on this crucial aspect of improved public relations.) 

 
• WLAD Goal 3A – Address staffing needs on the front line of service delivery. (If 

successful, this plan can help WLAD redirect money and staff time towards 
staffing front line units.) 

 
• WLAD Goal 3B – Develop a succession plan for the supervisor position and any 

future mid-level manager positions. (The addition of a WLAD Operations 
Manager serves two important components of achieving this goal, by providing 
the opportunity for a current member of WLAD to develop professionally to serve 
as the Executive Director in the near or distant future.) 
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Plan Format 
Goal of This Plan 
The Goal of this plan is the founding principle of why it exists. It is overarching and sets 
the vision of our desired end result. In short, it’s the ultimate purpose of the plan. 

The Goal of this plan is to improve current and future service to our community 
by improving organizational efficiency, reducing redundancy, and better 
utilization of taxpayer money. 

Objectives 
An Objective is a smaller component of the plan and is subordinate to our Goal. 
Objectives are focused on one particular area needed to accomplish the Goal, but are 
still general in nature. If all of the objectives needed to accomplish our Goal have been 
completed, the Goal will be considered achieved. 

This plan is intended to act as a chronological guide for combining our administrative 
services. To achieve our Goal, work will be divided into six areas of focus. The six areas 
of focus include financial, administrative, human resources, logistical, political, and 
training considerations.  
 
 Financial - objectives focus on the financial components of achieving this plan. 
 
Administrative - objectives involve implementing the needed administrative policies, 
procedures, and practices needed to achieve this plan. 
 
Human Resources - objectives involve implementing the needed HR procedures, and 
practices needed to achieve this plan. 
 
Logistical - objectives involve the procurement, inventory, and maintenance of needed 
equipment, software, and supplies needed to successfully share administrative 
services. 
 
Political – Objectives focus on matters of a political nature.  
 
Training – Objectives involve the acquisition and implementation of training needed to 
successfully execute this plan.  
 

Sub-Objectives  
Because Objectives are also broad in nature they are often comprised of a series of 
sub-objectives that define the specific target items needed to accomplish an objective. 
Below each objective, you will see a series of sub-objectives.   
 
Financial Objective – Create budgetary and other financial processes that improve 
efficiency, save time, and save money. 
 Sub-Objectives: 

1. Identify and equip a single work location for the Administrative Division 
Chief. 
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2. Identify, purchase, and implement the use of more efficient software for 
accounting, purchase orders, and financial data entry / storage. 

3. Create and implement an identical financial reporting system for both 
organizations. 

4. Create and implement identical budget formats and systems. 
5. Create and implement identical audit processes. 
6. Create and implement identical finance and purchasing policies. 

 
Administrative Objective – Create administrative processes that improve efficiency, 
save time, and save money.  
 Sub-Objectives: 

1. Create and implement a single communications plan. 
2. Identify and implement scheduling / payroll software to serve both 

organizations. 
3. Identify and implement RMS software to serve both organizations.   
4. Create and implement a policy manual containing personnel, 

administrative, and board policies appropriate for both organizations. 
 
Human Resources Objective – Create human resource practices and processes that 
improve efficiency, save time, and save money. 
 Sub-Objectives: 

1. Create and implement an identical employee in-processing system for 
both organizations. 

2. Create and implement a single job description format for both 
organizations. 

3. Identify and implement a single employee injury procedure for both 
organizations. 

 
Logistical Objective – Identify, create, implement, and utilize logistical processes that 
improve efficiency, save time, and save money. 
 Sub-Objectives: 

1. Identify software needs. 
2. Create and implement a single calendar system for both organizations. 
3. Identify and obtain the services of a single IT provider. 

 
Political Objective - Assure that the governing bodies of each agency are provided 
with accurate and timely information. Assure that Critical stakeholders and the citizens 
we serve are provided with accurate and timely information regarding efficiencies and 
good stewardship of tax payer monies. 
 Sub-Objectives: 

1. Create and execute a plan to inform the public of the progress and status 
of the IGA. 

2. Create and execute a plan to inform internal stakeholders of the progress 
and status of the IGA. 

 
Training Objective – Identify and implement all required administrative staff training 
needed to successfully execute this plan.  
 Sub-Objectives: 

1. Identify and schedule needed training for the administrative staff.  
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2. Create and execute a measurable training plan for administrative staff. 

Tasks 

A Task is subordinate to a sub objective and is required to accomplish the sub 
objective. They are a list of actions that must be completed to accomplish the sub 
objective. To ensure that a Task is successful, they must be created using what is 
known as SMART project management criteria, which helps to ensure they are relevant 
and effective. SMART criteria is based on a mnemonic guide focusing on key 
performance indicators common in project management which include the following: 

Specific - The Task is clear and describes exactly what is expected to be achieved.  

Measurable – The Task’s progress is measurable throughout the execution process. 
Measuring progress helps our team stay on track and reach its target dates. 

Attainable - The task is realistic and attainable.  

Relevant - The Task is worthwhile and needed to attain the ultimate goal. 

Time Sensitive – The Task is designed to be completed within a specific time frame 
and/or a target date.  
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Oversight and Direction 
To ensure this plan continues to meet the needs of both organizations and our 
community, a review process will be established to provide regular oversight and 
direction to the administrative team as they execute this plan. This will be accomplished 
through the establishment of Administrative Advisory Committee.   

The Administrative Advisory Committee will consist of Board Members, internal 
stakeholders, and external stakeholders who participate in bimonthly meetings (or as 
needed) focused on providing feedback and recommendations to the administrative 
team as they implement the plan and make needed adjustments. This committee will 
ideally consist of two Board Members from each District, representatives from the 
Firefighter’s Association, line personnel, administrative personnel, and a citizen 
representative.  

The Administrative Advisory Committee will utilize a public meeting format to include 
agendas, minutes, and the use of Robert’s Rules of Order. This committee will be 
presented with information from the administrative team to include but not be limited to, 
implementation plan status, challenges, and recommendations. The Administrative 
Advisory Committee will make recommendations to approve or disapprove plan 
modification and provide feedback. All recommendations made by this committee shall 
go the respective governing board for final approval. Broad member representatives 
along with the Fire Chief / Director on the committee will provide reports to the each 
governing board on a regular basis.    
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Implementation Schedule 
 
This plan will follow a twelve month schedule with the goal of fully integrating 
administrative services by the end of June 2017. Each month, the six areas of focus will 
be displayed and followed by a list of Tasks needed to implement the plan.  
 
Due to the dynamic nature and large scope of our Goal, this plan shall allow for 
flexibility to ensure objectives are being met and the plan is staying on track. To ensure 
this, scheduled evaluations will be completed on a monthly basis to make needed 
adjustments. All adjustments and modifications to this plan will be documented in the 
plan to reflect its intent and purpose.  
 
Finally, tasks not originally identified will be added as needed. Therefore, this plan shall 
be considered a living document, and will be updated and modified frequently. Finally, it 
should be remembered that this document, as it is presented during the adoption 
period, is the starting point. It will grow or contract as needed throughout the execution 
process. This plan is established on concept of a one year IGA, although, due to its 
scope, some objectives could span a second year to be fully realized.    
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July 2016 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
Review and identify both organizations financial records (i.e., budget documents, yearly 
audits, and contracts etc. that need to be converted to electronic files. (Admin Div. 
Chief) 
 
Create a plan to convert appropriate financial records into electronic format. (Admin 
Div. Chief) 
 
Create an invoicing system / format for services provided by SVFR to WLAD. (Admin 
Div. Chief) 
 
Identify and create an identical board financial report format. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Administrative Tasks 
 
Create and implement a Bi Monthly Administrative Advisory Committee meeting format 
to include recruitment of committee members, an agenda, purpose, and meeting 
schedule. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create and implement a weekly Administrative Team Meeting format intended to 
discuss important information, review and assign implementation plan tasks, and 
discuss work projects. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Create a monthly Leadership Team meeting format with Division Chiefs and 
Supervisors to discuss monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation 
schedule. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Review the draft administrative work plan and job descriptions. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Create an administrative work plan implementation schedule. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Meet with administrative staff to finalize duty assignments. (Admin Div. Chief / Fire 
Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create a written communication plan for all members of both organizations. (Fire Chief 
/ Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create a part time administrative assistant job description. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 
Create written report format that provides information about IGA implementation status 
for the Board Member Advisory / Oversight Committee. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
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Human Resources Tasks 
Initiate organizational policy reviews to identify and prioritize revisions and/or additions 
to administrative related policies. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director / Admin Div. 
Chief) 
 
Create a part time administrative assistant job selection process. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Conduct a part time administrative assistant job selection process. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Make a hiring decision to a candidate to fill the part time administrative assistant and 
select a start date. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Logistical Tasks 
 
Schedule a meeting with ORCO Tech and LCOG to determine IT needs to include 
server access, calendar access, and other considerations. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Develop an IT needs plan. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Create and implement a single Outlook Calendar for use of both organizations. (Admin 
Div. Chief)  
 
Determine what the telephone system needs are to meet the needs of the 
Administrative team and create a plan to address them. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Political Tasks 
 
Conduct a media release to inform public of the IGA status. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 
Hold shift and staff meetings to inform all members what’s going on. (Fire Chief / 
Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create a monthly Board Meeting IGA report update format. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 

Training Tasks  
Coordinate basic computer training for Mary and Cindy to include: (Admin Div. Chief)  

• Attaching files and using email 
• Setting up and saving to folders 
• Directories and locating files 
• Creating groups in email 
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• Maintaining contacts in Outlook 
• Calendars and sharing 

Identify needed training for operational personnel and create a plan to deliver the 
training. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director / Admin Div. Chief) 

 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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August 2016 Objectives 
Financial Tasks 
Create a single purchase and finance policy for both organizations. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Research and identify finance / payroll software. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Execute the plan to convert appropriate financial records into electronic format. (Admin 
Div. Chief) 
 
Administrative Tasks 
 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director) 
 
Review essential meeting schedule for both organizations and assign delegates if 
necessary to maintain continuity. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Place essential meetings on shared calendar. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Roll out communications plan to both organizations. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 
Research if any record retention laws need to be considered and create a plan to 
address them. (Admin Div. Chief) 

Human Resources Tasks 
 
Develop Operations Manager job description. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Continue the review of both agencies’ policy manuals and identify policy revisions 
and/or additions specific to the administrative process. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Create a plan to integrate the identified policies that are specific to the administrative 
process, to include a delegation of tasks and estimated completion date. (Admin Div. 
Chief) 
 
Create a hiring process and schedule for the position of WLAD Operations Manager, to 
include a candidate profile, application process, and selection process. This process 
should identify what happens if the IGA is eliminated. (Fire Chief / WLAD Interim 
Director) 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
Initiate plan to accommodate off site access and necessary upgrades to current 
computer system. (Admin Div. Chief) 
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Political Tasks 
 
Conduct shift and staff meetings to review and when appropriate, delegate monthly 
tasks. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create and provide monthly IGA report to the Board. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 

Training Tasks  
Create a personal training plan, to include a calendar utilizing SMART Objectives for all 
administrative team members. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Insert the administrative team training plan into the implementation plan.  (Admin Div. 
Chief) 
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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September 2016 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
Make a recommendation to the planning team on which finance / payroll software best 
fits the needs of both organizations. (Admin Division Chief)  
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director) 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
Post internal job announcement for WLAD Operation Manager. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Complete all tasks associated with conducting an assessment center for the WLAD 
Operations Manager position. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create a training plan and work schedule for the part time administrative assistant. 
(Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Provide a monthly performance evaluation to the part time administrative assistant. 
(Admin Division Chief) 
 
Logistical Tasks  
Combine WLAD and SVFR servers. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Political Tasks 
Conduct shift and staff meetings to review and, when appropriate, delegate monthly 
tasks. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create and provide monthly IGA report to the Board. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
 
Scheduled Quarterly Stakeholder Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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October 2016 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director) 

 

Human Resources Tasks 
Conduct an assessment center for the operations manager position. (Fire Chief / 
Interim WLAD Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Conduct final interviews for the operations manager position. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director) 
 
Make an offer to a candidate to fill the operations manager position. (Fire Chief / 
Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create a hiring process and schedule for the position of WLAD Shift Supervisor. To 
include an application and selection process. (Fire Chief / WLAD Interim Director) 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
Create and distribute a media release that details the status and progress of the IGA. 
(Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Conduct shift and staff meetings to review and when appropriate delegate monthly 
tasks. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create and provide monthly IGA report to the Board. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 

 

Training Tasks  
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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November 2016 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Evaluate the WLAD Interim Director’s job duties and create a phase out plan. (Fire 
Chief / WLAD Interim Director) 
 
Begin executing the phase out plan for the WLAD Interim Directors. (Fire Chief / WLAD 
Interim Director) 
 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
Appoint and choose a start date for the operations manager. (Fire Chief) 
 
Post internal job announcement for WLAD Shift Supervisor. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Complete all tasks associated to conducting an assessment center for the WLAD Shift 
Supervisor. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Create a hiring process and schedule for the position of WLAD Shift EMT., to include a 
candidate profile, application process, and selection process. (Fire Chief / WLAD 
Interim Director) 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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December 2016 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
Meet with WLAD Supervisors to determine which HR functions can be reassigned to the 
Admin Division. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
Conduct an assessment center for the shift supervisor position. (Fire Chief / Interim 
WLAD Director / Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Conduct final interviews for the shift supervisor position. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD 
Director) 
 
Make an offer to a candidate to fill the shift supervisor position. (Fire Chief) 
 
Appoint and choose a start date for the new shift supervisor. (Fire Chief) 
 
Post internal job announcement for WLAD Shift EMT. (Admin Div. Chief) 
 
Complete all tasks associated to conducting an assessment center for the WLAD Shift 
EMT. (Fire Chief / Interim WLAD Director) 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
 
Scheduled Quarterly Stakeholder Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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January 2017 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 
 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
Conduct an assessment center for the shift EMT position. (Fire Chief / Admin Div. 
Chief) 
 
Conduct final interviews for the shift EMT position. (Fire Chief) 
 
Make an offer to a candidate to fill the shift EMT position. (Fire Chief) 
 
Appoint and choose a start date for the new shift EMT. (Fire Chief) 
 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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February 2017 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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March 2017 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
 
Scheduled Quarterly Stakeholder Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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April 2017 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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May 2017 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Political Tasks 
 
 
 
 

Training Tasks  
 
 
 
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
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June 2017 Objectives 
 

Financial Tasks 
 
 
Administrative Tasks 
Conduct a Leadership Team meeting with Division Chiefs and Supervisors to discuss 
monthly tasks and review work plan and implementation schedule. (Fire Chief) 
 

Human Resources Tasks 
 
 
Logistical Tasks  
 
 
Political Tasks 
 

Training Tasks  
 
Scheduled Monthly Board Member Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 
 
Scheduled Quarterly Stakeholder Advisory Committee Evaluation and Feedback 

 
 


